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Abstract: Hanburry-Brown-Twiss (HBT) correlation functions and radii of negatively charged pions from C+C, Si+Si,
Cu+Cu, and In+In at lower RHIC/SPS energies are calculated with the UrQMD transport model and the
CRAB analyzing program. We find a minimum in the excitation function of the pion freeze-out volume at
low transverse momenta and around Elab ∼ 20 − 30AGeV which can be related to the change from initial
string emission to bulk emission from the created resonance matter. For small systems, we predict a local
minimum in the excitation function of the HBT (freeze-out) volume which is explained by the competition of
two mechanisms of the particle production, namely resonance decays and string formation/fragmentation.
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Nowadays one expects that a (phase) transition from ahadron gas (HG) to the quark-gluon-plasma (QGP) is en-countered in relativistic heavy-ion collisions (HICs). Formore than a decade it has been suggested that the onsetof deconfinement occurs in HICs at SPS/FAIR energies;an energy regime which is now also the focus of the RHIClow energy scan program. According to current latticeQCD calculations, with the increase of baryo-chemicalpotential, the following transitions are expected: a cross-over transition, a critical endpoint with a second order
∗E-mail: liqf@hutc.zj.cn

transition, and for high baryon densities – a first orderphase transition. In fact, the combination of theoreticallypredicted signals and corresponding measurement data,has led to the emergence of a complete phase diagramof strongly interacting matter [1–9]. Unfortunately, uncer-tainties still exist and the present data does not seem toallow for firm conclusions, especially when it comes to thelocation and observation of the critical point1 [6, 7, 10].To reduce these uncertainties and to draw final conclu-sions about the location of the critical endpoint and the
1 http://www.gsi.de/informationen/wti/library/scientificreport2007
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boundary of the first order transition, work into creatinga careful beam-energy scan of these signals for the onsetof deconfinement is currently ongoing, with further workplanned for the future. Current experimental efforts arecentered at several international laboratories such as GSIat Darmstadt, CERN at Geneva, and RHIC at BNL andwill go on with the SIS-100(300) [7], the NA61/SHINE[4, 6, 11], and the RHIC energy scan [12, 13] program.In the present paper we go back to a long standing ideato explore the regions of homogeneity by particle correla-tions, namely the Hanbury-Brown-Twiss (HBT) technique[14–17]. The HBT technique enables the extraction of in-formation on the spatio-temporal evolution of the sourceof various two-particle species. A plethora of data on theentire beam-energy scan from AGS [18, 19], over CERN-SPS [20–22] up to RHIC energies [23–27] exists, however,this mainly applies to the pion source from heavy systems.In Ref. [28] a systematic analysis of the pion freeze-outdata at beam energies from AGS to RHIC is laid out forthe first time and the authors found a steep decrease ofthe pion freeze-out volume at AGS energies and an in-crease throughout the SPS energy regime towards RHIC.It indicates the existence of a minimum between AGS andSPS energies and it is claimed that this is due to thetransition from a nucleon to a pion dominated freeze-outbetween AGS and SPS energies. However, this behaviorcan not be fully explained by transport model calculations[29, 30] within a cascade mode. Furthermore, the system-atic and statistical errors of the data are still large (for theapparently rather large systematic uncertainties, we referthe reader to the differences between the NA49 and theCERES data1 [31]) and it is therefore difficult to draw firmconclusion based on the currently existing data [7, 31].When neglecting the dynamics correlation, it is known thatthe ratio between the HBT radii in outward and sidewarddirections (RO , RS ) is related to the emission duration ofthe source. Thus, a ratio larger than unity is expectedwhen the system crosses the first-order phase transition[32] and remains for a long time in the mixed phase. How-ever, an almost unity value has been observed by exper-iments throughout the beam energies from AGS to RHIC[30]. This seems to imply a strong space-momentum cor-relation [33] which has to be taken into account in the in-terpretation of the experimental data. In recent years boththe non-monotonous energy dependence of the freeze-outvolume and the small RO/RS-ratio present in the AGS,SPS, and RHIC energy regions have been explained fairlywell by both analyzing non-Gaussian effects and by con-sidering a stronger early pressure which comes from thecontribution of mean-field potentials for both formed andpreformed hadrons [33–36]. Recently, it was pointed out[37] that a sufficient spatial size of the fireball is essential

to locate the critical point, the crossover and the first-orderphase transition in the phase diagram.Transport model calculations have been performed as abenchmark test, which provide a solid basis for the presentand future investigations. The results obtained previouslyare in line with the experimental facts in which the ex-tracted HBT radii are always rather small and changesmoothly for the large span of explored beam energies.From the comparison of transport model calculations tothe experimental data, we concluded previously that po-tential discontinuities due to the onset of deconfinement inthe experimental data should be relatively small [29]. Ex-perimentally, a detailed exploration of different collisionsystems is currently underway by the NA49 and NA61collaborations of CERN-SPS [4, 11, 38] and the beamenergy scan (BES) collaboration of BNL-STAR [39] ex-periments, taking data at beam energies from about 10AGeV to 158A GeV and at nucleon-nucleon center-of- massenergies √sNN from around 7.7 GeV to 62.4 GeV, respec-tively. A careful transverse-momentum analysis of the ex-citation function of the pion freeze-out volume may allowto find out possible, although weak, signs of the phasetransition.In this work, we provide a calculation for the system-sizeand the transverse-momentum dependence of the excita-tion function of the HBT pion freeze-out volume withina relativistic transport model. In line with our previousfindings, we explore two scenarios: the standard cascadecalculations and a modified version of the model which in-cludes mean field potentials of both formed and preformedhadrons to increase the pressure in the early stage of thereaction. As a tool we employ a modified version of theUrQMD model which - apart from other changes - in-cludes a repulsive interaction for the early stage of thereaction to mimic the explosive expansion of the sourceencountered at the highest energies (for details of the im-plementation, the reader is referred to [33–35]).For the present analysis we simulate central collisions(σ/σTotal < 5%, σ being the cross section) for four mass-symmetric reactions, C+C, Si+Si, Cu+Cu, and In+In(similar to the plans by NA61 several years ago), withbeam energies from 2A GeV to 80A GeV (for detailed en-ergy points, please see the figures below). Recently, theNA61 collaboration [38] presented their new plans to per-form experiments with Be+Be, Ar+Ca, and Xe+La col-lisions in the next five years. Since the newly plannedreactions cover similar size range with those chosen inthe present work, the main conclusion drawn in this pa-per should not be changed if the new set of reactions areused.Firstly, we extract the inverse slope parameter T (“ap-parent temperature” or “temperature”) from the transverse
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mass (mt = (m2 +p2
t )1/2) spectra of negatively charged pi-ons at mid-rapidity (|yc.m.| < 0.5, where yc.m. = 12 log E+p

E−p ,
E and p are the energy and longitudinal momentum of thepion meson in the center-of-mass system) according to theexpression

1
mt

dN2
dmtdyc.m.

= f (yc.m.) exp (
−mt

T

)
, (1)

where f (yc.m.) = const. Fig. 1 shows the excitation func-tion of the extracted T values at AGS and SPS ener-gies (up to 80A GeV). Calculations with (“SM-EoS”) andwithout (“Cascade”) mean-field potentials of both formedand preformed hadrons from C+C and In+In reactions arecompared with each other. In order to extract the temper-ature parameter T a transverse mass upper limit is chosento avoid potential problems with deviations from a singleexponential spectrum. Here we use the range |mt−mπ | <0.65GeV/c for the fitting process, in line with the trans-verse momentum range for the HBT analysis later on.As shown in previous UrQMD calculations and the ex-perimental results [40], the excitation function of the ex-tracted temperature from pion spectra is weakly depen-dent on the size of the system, which is shown in Fig.1. At AGS, a rapid increase of the T from around 0.11GeV to 0.14 GeV, with increasing beam energies, is seen.With the further increase of beam energies, the tempera-ture becomes stable and shows only a weak beam-energydependence especially for the light system. From the re-sults shown in Fig. 1 one also finds that the mean-fieldpotential contribution to the modification of T is also ofminor importance and disappears completely for the lightC+C system. Note that the mean-field potential for pre-formed hadrons (string fragments) is also considered inthe present calculations. Therefore, the weak dependenceof the apparent temperature on different equations of statein such a large beam-energy region implies that most ofthe previously predicted signatures of the confinement-deconfinement phase transition would be rather small ina real dynamic transport approach [41, 42].Let us now turn to the correlation studies to gain moreinsights on the space time structure of the source. Theprogram Correlation After Burner (CRAB) (version 3.0β)2[43] is used to analyze the two-particle interferometry.The correlator C of two particles is decomposed in Pratt’s(so-called longitudinal co-moving system LCMS or “Out-Side-Long”) three-dimensional convention (Pratt-radii).The three-dimensional correlation function is fit with the
2 http://curly.pa.msu.edu/∼scottepratt/freecodes/
crab/home.html

Figure 1. Excitation function of the extracted temperature parame-
ter T of negatively charged pions at mid-rapidity from cen-
tral C+C and In+In reactions at AGS and SPS energies.
The comparison of calculations with and without mean-
field potentials is shown for each colliding system.

standard Gaussian form (using ROOT3 and minimizing the
χ-squared)

C (qL, qO , qS ) = 1 + λe−R2
L q

2
L−R

2
Oq

2
O−R

2
Sq

2
S−2R2

OLqOqL . (2)
In Eq. (2), λ is usually referred to as an incoherence factor.However, it might also be affected by many other factors,such as the contaminations from long-lived resonances orthe details of the Coulomb modification in final state in-teractions (FSI). Here we regard it as a free parameterand do not assign a specific physical meaning to it4. RL,
RO , and RS are the Pratt-radii in longitudinal, outward,and sideward directions, while the cross-term ROL playsa role at large rapidities. qi is the pair relative momen-tum q (q = p1 − p2) in the i direction. Furthermore, thecorrelator is also k-dependent (the transverse componentis preferred under a rapidity cut), where k = (p1 + p2)/2is the average momentum of the two particles.In following calculations, in order to ensure small enoughstatistical errors in the fitting process on the HBT cor-relator, 109 negatively charged pion pairs are calcu-lated at mid-rapidity with the two correlated particles at
|Yππ | < 0.5 (where Yππ = 12 log (

E1+E2+p1+p2
E1+E2−p1−p2

) is the pairrapidity with pion energies E1 and E2 and longitudinalmomenta p1 and p2 in the center of mass system) in each
3 http://root.cern.ch/4 It was shown that the excitation function of the exper-
imental λ values from Au+Au collisions at AGS energies
can be reproduced well by the RQMD model [18].
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Figure 2. Excitation functions of the HBT radii RL (in plot (a)), RO
((b)), and RS ((c)) of π− −π− pairs from central C+C colli-
sions at two kT bins 0− 100 MeV/c and 100− 200 MeV/c.
A pion-pair rapidity cut |Yππ | < 0.5 is employed. Calcula-
tions in the cascade mode are depicted by symbols while
calculations with SM-EoS are shown by the different lines.

CRAB analyzing run. Fig. 2 depicts excitation functionsof the HBT radii for beam energies from 10-80 AGeV. Thedifferent HBT radii are RL (in plot (a)), RO ((b)), and RS((c)) for π−−π− pairs from central C+C collisions at two
kT (= (p1T + p2T )/2) bins 0− 100 MeV/c and 100− 200MeV/c. Calculations with cascade mode are shown withsymbols while calculations with SM-EoS are shown bydifferent lines.Similarly, Fig. 3 gives the results of In+In collisions in thebeam-energy range 10A-80A GeV. Looking into the beam-energy dependence of the HBT radii, surprisingly, we findsome non-monotonous behavior at low SPS energies, es-pecially in the longitudinal direction. In C+C collisionsand within the kT bin 0 − 100 MeV/c, a minimum RL isseen at ∼ 25A GeV for calculations both with and withoutpotentials. While the appearance of the minimum valueof RL from In+In collisions depends heavily on both theconsideration of the potential and the kT interval selected- the minimum appears at ∼ 35A GeV only from the calcu-lation with potentials and at the larger kT bin 100− 200MeV/c. Furthermore, a stronger beam-energy dependenceof the HBT radii with mean-field potentials is also seenespecially in the longitudinal direction of pion pairs fromIn+In collisions which is due to the density dependenceof the Skyrme-like terms in SM-EoS [33]. Therefore, itis seen clearly that for light systems, the minimum pointappears at both kT bins, while for heavy systems, the ap-pearance of the minimum depends on the consideration ofboth the certain kT bin and the mean-field potentials.Fig. 4 shows the excitation function of the pion source vol-ume Vf (= (2π)3/2RLR2

S
) at freeze-out (calculated as [28])from central C+C (in plot (a) ), Si+Si ( (b) ), Cu+Cu ( (c) ),and In+In ( (d) ) collisions. For the calculations in the

Figure 3. Excitation functions of the HBT radii RL (in plot (a)), RO
((b)), and RS ((c)) of π− − π− pairs from central In+In col-
lisions at two kT bins 0−100 MeV/c and 100−200 MeV/c.
A pion-pair rapidity cut |Yππ | < 0.5 is employed. Calcula-
tions in the cascade mode are depicted by symbols while
calculations with SM-EoS are shown by the different lines.

cascade mode, the excitation function of Vf shows a min-imum only for light systems (especially for the middle-sized Si+Si system). In the In+In case, the minimum isnot seen in any kT bins. It implies that the occurrenceof the minimum Vf is system-size dependent if the cas-cade mode is adopted in calculations. Let us compare thisobservation to the scenario including the mean-field po-tentials (lines). In the C+C case, the excitation functionof Vf shows a minimum at low SPS energies for the cal-culation at the lower kT bin (the Vf value decreases about7% from the beam energy 10A Gev to 20A GeV). This min-imum remains for the heavier systems Si+Si, Cu+Cu, andIn+In, however, the valley moves towards smaller beamenergies in the lower kT region and disappears. In thehigher kT bin, however, it is still present with a decreaseof the amplitude of Vf from 10A GeV to 35A GeV by about9%. Therefore, the minimum seems always to be present(although in different kT bins) in the excitation function ofthe pion source volume Vf of all investigated systems andin the case of mean-field potentials.In order to understand the origin of the minimum shownin the excitation function of the pion source volume (al-though the phenomenon is weak), the pions at freeze-outwere divided into two parts: the ones produced from thestring fragmentation and froze-out directly without goingthrough a rescattering process (dubbed quasi-primary pi-ons (QP-pions)), and the others which are produced fromthe decay of resonances and are rescattered by the sur-rounding particles, and are called ”RES-pions”. It is foundthat the yield ratio between QP-pions and all pions in-creases from around 0.1 to around 0.3, with an increaseof the beam energy from 10A GeV to 80A GeV. Therefore,much more pions are frozen out from the later rescat-
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Figure 4. Excitation functions of the pion source volume Vf from cen-
tral C+C (in plot (a) ), Si+Si ( (b) ), Cu+Cu ( (c) ), and In+In
( (d) ) collisions at two kT bins 0 − 100 MeV/c (solid lines
and squares) and 100− 200 MeV/c (dashed lines and cir-
cles). A pion-pair rapidity cut |Yππ | < 0.5 is employed.
Calculations with cascade mode are shown with symbols
while calculations with SM-EoS are shown by the different
lines.

tering process, regardless of the production mechanismsof the resonances. Furthermore, the corresponding HBTradii of RES-pions are much larger than those of QP-pions. Fig. 5 depicts the kT dependence of correspondingHBT volumes for the two different sources of pions fromIn+In collisions at three beam energies Elab = 10A, 30A,and 50A GeV. It is seen clearly that the decrease of thevolume of RES-pions with increasing kT is also strongerthan that of QP-pions, which implies a stronger flow ef-fect from RES-pions. It is interesting to see that the HBTvolume of RES-pions increases while that of QP-pionsdecreases with the increase of beam energy. Both canbe understandable since QP-pions are frozen-out earlierand earlier but, meanwhile, more and more rescatteringsand decays (of particles with long life-times) take placewith the increase of beam energy. The mean-field poten-tials contribute to a more rapid increase of the volume ofRES-pions in the low kT bin from heavier systems withincreasing beam energies, this is due to the fact that thenet effect of potentials to resonances involved in the latere-scattering process is attractive. The combination andcompetition of the resonance decay with the string ex-citation and fragmentation determines the occurrence anddisappearance of the minima shown in the excitation func-tion of the pion source volume in different kT bins fromdifferent systems.In summary, the HBT correlation functions of negativelycharged pions have been calculated for several systemsfrom the light C+C, middle-sized Si+Si and Cu+Cu, tothe heavy In+In system with the UrQMD transport modeland the correlation after-burner CRAB 3.0. A minimum

Figure 5. kT dependence of the HBT volumes for sources of QP-
pions (lines) and RES-pions (lines with symbols) from cen-
tral In+In collisions at three beam energies (see the text for
details). Cascade mode is used in calculations.

in the excitation function of the source volume of pionswas found for light and middle-sized systems in cascadecalculations, and the minimum remains for heavier sys-tems in calculations with mean-field potentials. In viewof the well-known uncertainty in the EoS of the nuclearmatter created at SPS energies, the middle-sized systemsare quite suitable to further check and confirm the exis-tence of the minimum, which are also in reach of both theNA61/SHINE experiment at the CERN-SPS and quitea few popular transport models such as the relativis-tic quantum molecular dynamics (RQMD), the hadronic-string dynamics (HSD) and a multi-phase transport model(AMPT). The non-monotonous energy dependence of thepion freeze-out volume might signal a change in the emit-ting source from strings to bulk emission around 30A GeV.The existence of the minimum was explained by the com-bination and competition of the resonance decay with thestring excitation and fragmentation.
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